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MEMBERS IN SESSION:
P97-004 - NEWTON BOOTH ANNEX OFFICE PROJECT
REQUEST: A. • Negative Declaration
B.

Mitigation Monitoring Plan

C.

Community Plan Amendment to amend the land use designation for
1.24+ developed acres from Low Density Residential to Office;

D.

Rezone 0.6 developed acres from Single Family or Two Family Alhambra
Corridor Special Planning District (R-1B SPD) zone to Office Building
Alhambra Corridor Special Planning District (OB SPD);

E.

Plan Review for the development of a 20,000+ square foot office building
in the proposed Office Building Special Planning District (OB SPD) zone;

F.

Special Permit to exceed the maximum office parking ratio of 1:400 to
allow a ratio of 1:270 for a 20,000 square foot office building.

G.

Variance to reduce the maneuvering area for 45 degree standard parking
spaces from 14 feet to 12 feet.
Variance to allow three attached signs for an office project in the Office
Building Special Planning District (OB SPD) zone.
Variance to allow two freeway oriented signs for an office project in Office
Building (OB SPD) zone.

J. Lot Line Merger merging seven lots, a portion of the alley and 27th Street
totaling 3.7+ developed acres into two lots in the Residential Office (RO)
and proposed Office Building (0B{SPD}) zone.
LOCATION: The southeast corner of 27th & V Streets;
APN: 010-0187-001 - 005, 007;'010-0176-026
Central City Community Plan/Newton Booth Neighborhood
Council District 4
APPLICANT:
OWNER:

Caabe.O. PrdSS.ey:Ae:ChitectS. , KeVin;•:P.i7.essey,.:447430..;
1809 • 1 :-9th: . Street,..Sacr.ahlientO, CA , 95814
'
: Milton Gottlieb TrustlV St Partners/James • Rand Trust
c/b. Steele, Enterprige;-2868:Pirbpect Pk; Rancho Cordova CA 96570:

APPLICATIONVF1LED: January . 15, 1997
STAFFCONTACT Jeanne
Corcoran 264-5317
.•
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SUMMARY: The proposed project is a 34 foot high, 20,000 square foot office building with 74
parking spaces on 1.1± developed acres. The building will consist of two stories of office with
a partial subterranean parking garage. The proposed project will require the relocation or
demolition of five single family units and one duplex unit. The applicant's request includes the
abandonment of 27th Street and the western portion of the alley between V & W Streets/27th
& 28th Streets. The application for the street and alley abandonment is pending with Public
Works. The applicant proposes the street abandonment to provide angle parking in front of the
proposed building and to create a campus-like connection between the existing Newton Booth
School site and the proposed building. In order to meet the applicant's objectives, the project
requires the discretionary planning entitlementsdescribed above as well as approval by the City
Council for the Community Plan Amendment, rezone and abandonment of 27th Street and
portion of the alley. In evaluating the project, the basic issues are the suitability of the proposed
use, relocation/demolition of sound single family housing stock within the Central City and the
encroachment of commercial uses into established neighborhoods.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends denial of the project. This recommendation is
based on Central City Community Plan, the Central City Housing Strategy and the Alhambra
Corridor Special Planning District policies and goals which provide for the preservation and
rehabilitation of existing housing stock in residentially zoned areas, the preservation and
strengthening of existing neighborhoods, increasing the number of units within the Alhambra
Corridor and prohibiting the intrusion of commercial uses into residential neighborhoods.
PROJECT INFORMATION:
Genera( Plan Designation:

Community/Neighborhood Commercial & and
Offices

Central City
Community Plan Designation:
Existing Land Use of Site:
Existing Zoning of Site:

Low Density Residential
Residential
R-1B

Surrounding Land Use and Zoning:
North: Multiple Family Residential; R-3A
South: Residential, Freeway; R-1 B, IC
East:
Office, C-2
West: Office; R-0
Setbacks:
Front (V St):
Side(W - 27th St):
Side(E):
Rear:

Required

Provided

5'
5'
5'
15'

8'
70'
45'
60'
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Property Dimensions:
Property Area:
Square Footage of Building:
Height of Building:
Exterior Building Materials:
Roof Material:
Parking Provided:
Parking Required:
Topography:
Street Improvements:
Utilities:
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200' x 220' (approx)
1.1+ net acres
2.8 (Newton Booth School Site)
20,0000± square feet
34 feet, 2.5 stories
Brick & Glass
Single ply membrane roof or built up roof
74 spaces
44 spaces minimum
50 spaces maximum
Flat
Existing
Existing

OTHER APPROVALS REQUIRED: In addition to the entitlements requested, the applicant will
also need to obtain the following permits or approvals, including, but not limited to:
Permit

Agency

*Design Review
Transportation Management Plan
Certificate of Compliance
Driveway Permit
*Street and Alley Abandonment
Building Permit

Design Review Staff
Public Works, Transportation Division
Public Works, Development Services
Public Works, Development Services
Public Works, Development Services
Development Services Division

*Requires a public hearing.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: In 1983, the City Council approved the rezone of the Newton
Booth School site from residential to residential office (R-0) and permitted office uses to be
established on the site with the approval of a special permit to allow the school to be converted
to office use for the Foundation Health Administrative Office (P83-264). The school site is a
Priority Structure on the Official Register of the City of Sacramento.
In December 1991, the City Council adopted the Central City H6using Strategy (M90-051), a
.comprehensive set of programs and policies aimed at encouraging new housing construction
while also preserving existing housing stock and strengthening neighborhoods. The Central
City Housing Strategy was adopted since many central city neighborhoods have been
negatively impacted by encroachment of incompatible commercial development and/or poor
property maintenance or disinvestment in anticipation of more intense office development.
Housing units were found to be threatened by deterioration; removal or conversion, if
commercial or office use approval can be secured or anticipated to be secured, since office use
is generally perceived to have a higher value than housing.
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In June 1992, the City Council adopted the Alhambra Corridor Special Planning
District Ordinance and Design Review Guidelines (M90-010). The goals of the Alhambra
Corridor Special Planning District include the retention of human scale development; creation
of a more pedestrian friendly environment, and; increasing the number of residential units in
the district.
Demolition Policy - The City Council has requested staff to investigate options for nonhistorical house demolitions. Currently, demolition of listed structures or structures within
preservation areas are reviewed by the Design Review/Preservation Board. The Design
Review/Preservation Board may delay the demolition of listed structures or structures within
preservation areas up to a year. In other areas of the City, building demolitions, which require
a building permit, are issued over the counter. Staff is looking into options that may require
a public notice and formal review by the Zoning Administrator for residential demolitions.
Possible benefits for requiring such an action, would be to avoid unnecessary demolitions of
residential units, consistency with current plan and housing policies, determine if alternatives
to demolition are available (house moves), provide notice to adjacent property owners of
proposed demolition, allow decision on land use entitlements prior to demolition, allow for the
retention of sound housing stock in residential zones, and provide the opportunity to place
reasonable conditions on the permit in order to ensure proper bonding or enforcement of the
timing of the demolition.
In January 1997, the applicant submitted an application for demolition of the six residential
structures located on the project site. However, the applicant subsequently withdrew the
demolition request after meeting with staff to discuss the community opposition to the
demolition of the housing units and the appropriateness of waiting until a decision was made
on the project. The applicant was under the impression that it would take a year to receive
approval for demolition and therefore wished to start the process.

Site Characteristics - The proposed site is located in the Newton Booth neighborhood and
developed with five single family residential units and one two family unit. Also located on the
block is an office building to the east of the project site and a single family home to the south.
The southeasterly portion of this block was incorporated into the street and freeway system
when Business 80 was constructed. With the construction of the Business 80 Freeway, W and
29th Streets were realigned through this block, V Street ends east of -28th Street and 28th
Street is partially closed at V Street (north only). Access to the project site is primarily through
local residential streets or from 26th Street to V Street.
V Street is predominately a residential street (housing on both sides of the street) with the
exception of the Newton Booth School site and the commercial office to the east of the project
V Street has maintained its residential character since access from the east has been
eliminated by the Freeway. The Newton Booth School site, although office, retains the
characteristics of a school creating minimum traffic and visual impacts in the neighborhood.
Development on the south side of V Street leaves the north side of V -Street vulnerable for
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• further commercial growth. Twenty-seventh Street, south - of V, is more susceptible to
development due to the proximity of the freeway, access to the-Newton Booth site and housing
only on the east side of the street, 27th Street is the more appropriate location for commercial
development.
STAFF EVALUATION: Staff has the following comments:
A.

Policy Considerations
The General Plan designates the site as Community/Neighborhood Commercial and
Offices. The Central City Plan designates the site as Low Density Residential.
Therefore, an inconsistency between the two land use designations exist. The 1986
General Plan includes a number of plans which provide greater detail for many portions
of the city. The Central City Community Plan is one of these plans. The General Plan
also recognizes that inconsistencies of land use may exist between the General Plan
and the more specific plans since the General Plan map does not show land uses
below five acres in size and may place differing land uses of varying size in a dominant
land use category where a high mixture of uses makes Specificity of detail very difficult
The General Plan therefore provides in cases such as these that the land use
designation of the more specific plan is applicable (GP 9-7),
General Plan. The General Plan designates the site_as Community/Neighborhood
Commercial and Offices. Community/Neighborhood Commercial and Office includes
shopping centers, (less than 20,000 square feet), commercial strips, and smaller office
developments which offer goods and services for the daily needs of adjacent residential
areas (GP 4-10). This designation allows for the establishment of neighborhood
serving commercial uses and the revitalization of older existing commercial strips by
incorporating non-retail uses (offices, child care, residential and public facilities) into the
commercial strip to promote new investment.
The proposed project is inconsistent with the residential and circulation elements of the
General Plan which provide for:
"Improve the quality of residential neighborhoods citywide by protecting, preserving and
enhancing their character." (GP, 2-10)
"Provide affordable housing opportunities for all income household categories
throughout the City." (GP 2-12)
"Provide adequate off-street parking for new development and reduce the impact of onstreet parking in established areas." (GP5-19)
"Encourage the providing of expanded Central City perimeter and suburban park-and
-ride lots in order to promote alternative transportation and reduce traffic congestion
within the core business area and in other areas of the City." (GP 5-21)
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Central City Community Plan.
The Central City Community Plan designates the site as Low Density Residential. The
site is zoned Low Density Residential (R-1B). The project includes a Central City
Community Plan Amendment from Low Density Residential to Office ( Attachment B)
and a rezone of the project site from Low Density Residential Special Planning District
(R-1B{SPD}) to Office Building Special Planning District (OB {SPID}) (Attachment C).
The proposed project is inconsistent with the Central' City Community Plan which
provides for:
"Continue the revitalization of the Central City area as a viable living, working
shopping and cultural environmental with a full range of day and night activities."
(CCCP, p3)
"Provide adequate housing for all residents of the Central City. . . . And further, provide
a choice of housing types by developing new housing and conserving existing housing."
(CCCP p 3)
"Develop land use policies which encourage the conservation and rehabilitation of
sound housing stock and historically significant structures." (CCCP p.4)
"Conserve all viable residential neighborhoods from encroachment of non-compatible
uses and excessive vehicular traffic." (CCCP p.4)
"Improve existing and proposed business/commercial corridors outside the Central
Business District and encourage a more compact and Centralized development which
does not encroach into residential areas." (CCCP p5) •
"Encourage public and private office development, where compatible with the adjacent
land uses and circulation system, in the Central Business District, Southern Pacific
Railyards and Richards Boulevard area." (CCCP p5)
"Restrain the projected increase in parking spaces needed for long-term employee
parking by promoting public transit improvements, carpool programs, employee
sponsored bus passes and other alternatives to the single occupant car usage."
(CCCP p6)1

Central City Housing Strategy/Alhambra Corridor Special Planning District:
As mentioned above, the goals and policies of the Central City Housing Strategy and
the Alhambra Special Planning District Ordinance are aimed at encouraging new
housing construction while also preserving existing housing stock and strengthening
neighborhoods and increasing the number of residential units in the Alhambra Corridor

District. The Central City Housing Strategy strongly discourages rezoning residential
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sites to commercial or office uses, recommends rezoning commercial sites to
residential or mixed uses, and encourages the maintenance and rehabilitation of
sound housing stock to preserve residential neighborhoods.
The proposed project is inconsistent with the goals and policies of the Central City
Community Plan and the more recently adopted Central City Housing Strategy and the
Alhambra Corridor which call for the preservation of viable housing stock and existing
neighborhoods. This project would eliminate five sound single family units and a
duplex which needs repair and further encroach into an established residential
neighborhood. A neighborhood composed predominately of single family and multifamily units ( Attachment G, Land Use & Zoning Map). A neighborhood which has
limited traffic impacts since 28th and V Streets are partially closed by the freeway and
access on and off W Street is limited at this location. Therefore, staff recommends
denial of the Community Plan Amendment and rezone for the proposed project.
B.

Staff Analysis - Alternatives
Staff, has worked with the applicant regarding alternative proposals that would allow
the applicant to add additional office space, while retaining all or some of the residential
structures and the integrity of the V Street neighborhood. These alternatives, in order
to staff preference, include (1) redesign, (2) relocation of housing units (3) joint
venture with SHRA for development of housing, and (4) the purchase of the commercial
site east of the residential units for project development (Attachment D).
1. Redesign
a. Off-site - Development on existing Newton Booth School site - Preferred
Alternative : In order to preserve the housing .units on V Street, staff recommended
the construction of the building on the existing Newton Booth site. This may be
accomplished with off-site parking provided at the rear of the units facing V Street or
under the freeway. The applicant provided four plans indicating the location of the
structure on the lot. These plans were very schematic and only indicated rectangular
or square footprints on the site. Staff presented these proposals to Roberta Deering
of the Preservation Section to determine if the proposals were possible. She indicated
that a proposal to locate a building on the Newton Booth School site, while not ideal,
in concept could be an option. However, any proposal would require close
collaboration with the Preservation staff and a formal review and comment by the
Design Review/Preservation Board at the conceptual level. The proposed plans were
not acceptable since the building would need to be designed to be more in keeping with
the existing structure in scale and footprint and incorporating the brick exterior of the
existing building into the proposed building. This solution would add cost to the
proposal. The applicant was not willing to pursue this alternative since the applicant
strongly believes the addition to the Newton Booth School will greatly alter the historic
value of the site and the additional cost involved in designing a building on this site.
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b. On-site - Proposed project site: In an effort to preserve the housing units along
V Street, staff recommended exploring different design options that would allow the
units facing V Street to remain. These options included abandoning the street and
building the building at the rear of the housing sites or possibly within the street right-ofway. Due to the utilities located within the street and the limited amount of land these
options were infeasible.
2. Relocation
In order to preserve the existing - housing units, staff encouraged the relocation of the
units to other lots. Staff suggested the applicant work with SHRA to identify properties
within the Central City. SHRA provided a list of properties, owned by SHRA, that could
be possible sites for relocation. SHRA had very few lots within the Central City area
to locate these units, however, several sites are available within the Oak Park area.
SHRA also indicated they were wiling to approach property owners of vacant land,
within the Central City, on behalf of the applicant to determine if these owners would
accept any of the housing units. However, the applicant did not pursue this alternative.
As a last resort to on-site preservation or redesign, staff believes that it is appropriate
to relocate these units to Oak Park if no sites are available within the Central City in
order to preserve housing stock. The applicant is willing to relocate these units if
acceptable sites can be found. The applicant also indicated a willingness to pay an in
lieu fee, if relocation is not feasible.
3. Joint Venture with SHRA
Applicant's Proposal - The applicant discussed with SHRA staff the possibility of a
joint venture to develop housing on a residential site owned by SHRA. Details were not
provided to staff and discussions with SHRA did not conclude in any resolutions. While
staff does not support this alternative, staff would encourage any proposed housing
development or relocation of the units to occur on commercial sites, development on
commercial sites will increase housing units within the Central City while preserving
residential sites for future development,
4. Commercial Site
The commercial lot east of the site at the southwest corner of 28th and V Streets may
be for sale. The site currently is developed with a single story, 9,000± square foot
office building. Staff suggested to the applicant that he purchase this property and
develop the project in this location. The applicant rejected this option due to the high
cost of the commercial structure.
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Plan Review/Zoning Requirements
1. Setbacks and Landscaping
The proposed building meets or exceeds all required building setbacks. The front
building setback is 8 feet from the V Street property line. As proposed this setback is
compatible to the only other building on the street, which is the commercial structure
to the east of the site. The existing commercial structure was deVeloped with a five foot
setback from V Street. The Zoning Ordinance provides that if there is only one other
building on the same side of the street on the same block, the minimum front yard
setback shall be not less than that of the existing building. The proposed setback is
compatible with the existing neighborhood. The Newton Booth School site has a
variable setback from seven feet to 64 feet with a predominate setback of 40 feet.
However, the seven foot setback is located at the southwest corner of the block across
the street from this site. The surrounding residential properties also have varying
setbacks of 5 to 10 feet.
The project complies with the rear setback since the building will be setback
approximately 62 feet from the rear property line. However, the driveway to the
subterranean parking garage is located at the property line. A six foot masonry wall is
required ( not shown on plans) where non-residential uses abut a residential use. Staff
would like to see additional buffering of this driveway, possibly incorporating additional
landscaping to alleviate the impact of the driveway on the residential unit to the south.
A landscaping plan was not submitted with the application. However, the plans indicate
that the front setback area and approximately 10 feet on the east and west sides of the
building will be landscaped. Landscaping will also be provided adjacent to the
driveway. Staff notes the plans do not show any-treatment between the landscaping
adjacent to the driveway and the terminus of the alley, at a minimum a six inch curb.
should be provided at this point between the planter and the trash enclosure. The
plans also indicate that several trees will be planted or Maintained on the site, the
project is required to comply with the 50% shading requirement.
2.

Parking/Circulation

Parking Standards
Parking requirements for office buildings within the Central City but outside the Central
Business District is a maximum of 1:400 and minimum of 1:450. Therefore, this project
is required to provide a minimum of 44 and a maximum of 50 parking spaces. Of the
74 parking spaces provided, 35 spaces are located within the 27th Street right-of-way
proposed to be abandoned. The 74 parking spaces provided for this office project
exceed the maximum parking requirement with a ratio of 1:270 (Attachment E) .
Additional parking spaces above the maximum number allowed requires approval by
the Planning Commission.
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Public Works prohibits parking stalls within 25 feet of the street right-of-way since
maneuvering out of these parking places may impede movement-on street rights-ofway. This requirement will eliminate the first two parking spaces on the west side of
27th Street and the parking lot on the east side of the building. With the elimination of
these four spaces and the removal of the 13 parking spaces on the east side of 27th
Street (see maneuvering discussion below), the project, With 45 degree parking could
provide 55 parking spaces, therefore, the project is providing five parking spaces above
the maximum for a ratio of 1:363. While five spaces above the maximum is not
excessive, the existing Newton Booth site is also over parked by 38 parking spaces.
The maximum parking ratio for an office project may be exceeded if the project can
meet one of the following criteria: on-site TSM measures are infeasible, residential
neighborhoods would be impacted because no mitigation measures (other than
additional parking) is feasible and unique characteristics of the proposed use requires
parking greater than that which is otherwise allowed. Several factors are in place which
lean towards denial of the request to allow additional parking above the maximum.
First, the project is located in an area that participates in the residential permit parking
program. Currently, there is a two hour time limit for parking in -this area, if parking
were to become a problem this time limit could be reduced to one hour. Secondly, the
applicant has not submitted a Transportation Management Plan to determine if
additional transportation measures could be implemented to reduce the amount of
parking provided. Lastly, staff recommended pursuing additional parking under the
freeway, but the tenant did not wish to have their employees parking under the freeway
since many employees work late evening hours. Staff, therefore, does not support the
request to exceed the maximum parking ratio until a Transportation Management Plan
is submitted and it is determined that additional transportation measures are infeasible.

Maneuvering
The proposed plan provides 12 feet of maneuvering area between the two rows of
angle parking. Standard 45 degree parking spaces require a minimum of 14 feet for
maneuvering. The Fire Department requires 20 feet_ of width (fire lane) between the
rows to access the site in case of fire. In order to provide a fire lane it is suggested that
the angled parking on the east side of the street be eliminated. In eliminating the 13
parking spaces on the east side of 27th Street, a fire lane Can be provided and
adequate maneuvering area is provided. The handicapped parking spaces provided on
the east side would need lobe relocated to. the west side which would eliminate 4.5
spaces. However, if the parking on the east side of the Street is removed the parking
on the west side of the street could be reconfigured to allow 90 .degree parking and
additional spaces may be added. Therefore, staff does not support the request to
reduce the maneuvering area since the elimination of the parking on the east side for
• fire access eliminates the need to reduce the maneuvering area.

Street Abandonment
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Should 27th Street not be abandoned, Public Works would require 27th Street to
function as a standard City two-way street, and angle parking would not be desirable.
However, in order to preserve housing on V Street, Public Works may explore the
potential of supporting angle parking on the west side of the street to resolve parking
deficiencies. It may be possible to support on-street diagonal parking since the street
is low volume and dead ends into W Street. Furthermore, diagonal parking could be
supported if it can be done safely and a net gain of parking is created.
An application for abandonment of the 27th . Street right-of-way and alley is pending,
analysis of the street abandonment has not been completed. Should the abandonment
not be approved, this will affect the amount of parking provided and may require
entitlements other than those above (e.g. waiver of parking or off-site parking).
Paving Treatment

The plans indicate a paving accent located at the entrance of the proposed building.
This paving accent will cross the street to the Newton Booth School site. This paving
treatments is intended to provide a physical and visual connection of the two office
projects. Public Works has expressed concern with the mid-block pedestrian crossing,
should the street not be abandoned. If the street is not abandoned, this cross walk will
need to be relocated to the corner of 27th and V so that pedestrians are not
encouraged to cross at an unsafe location. If the crosswalk is relocated to the corner
a revocable encroachment permit will be "required, if other than standard asphalt
concrete is used.
3.

Signage

The applicant has proposed three attached signs. The signs are to be located on the
west, east and south building elevations. The signs are proposed to be have 18 square
feet of sign area (1' X 18') and approximately 28 feet from grade. The total proposed
sign area for the building is 54 square feet. The signs will be individual illuminated
letters.
The Sign Ordinance allows one identification sign and one bulletin board per street
frontage not exceeding a totarof 16 square feet for office uses within the Office Building
zone. Projects within 660 feet of the freeway are not allowed to have a sign above 20
feet in height. However, office projects within 660 feet of the freeway may have an
attached sign above 20 feet in height. Where buildings have multiple freeway frontage
the owner may select which building face to attach the sign.
Two of the signs are oriented towards the transition ramp from Business 80 (29th/30th)
to Business 80 (W/X). This portion of the freeway is an unusual design because of the
multiple merge and diverge areas which includes the P Street off-ramp, the 1-50 off-
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ramp, the merge into the W & X Freeway, and the diverge into the 16th and 10th Street
off-ramps. Due to the multiple vehicular movements involved in this location of the
freeway, signage could be a distraction to drivers and may become a safety issue.
If the building tenant wishes to pursue freeway signage, they could participate in the
CalTrans adopt a highway program.
Staff does not support the freeway oriented signs or the additional sign area since the
portion of the freeway the signs would be oriented towards is a multiple merge and
diverge area and the building is located in a predominately residential neighborhood.
Staff believes that one attached sign consistent with the Sign Ordinance (not exceeding
16 square feet of sign area) or a small monument sign incorporated into the landscape
setback at the northwest corner of the building or within the front setback area is
adequate to serve this building, located in a residential area.
D.

Street and Alley Abandonment - 65402 Review General Plan Consistency
The project proposal includes the abandonment of 27th Street and the western portion
of the alley located between 27th-28th Streets and V-W Streets. The abandonment of
the alley and the street is reviewed by the Public Works Department for action by the
City Council. The Public Works Department prepares a report and recommendation
to the City Council for approval or denial of street and alley abandonments. The
Planning Division provides comments to the Public Works Department on General
Plan consistency. • Public Works is required to review this request consistent with city
policy which provides for abandonment of local streets, alleys and easements if there
is a benefit to the community, does not inhibit access to other properties and is not
merely closed to provide additional acreage for building development.
In light of this policy, staff may need to explore possible options to the abandonment
of 27th Street. These options may include, but not be limited to, the partial
abandonment of the street allowing the property owner to the south to retain public
right-of-way and possible compensation to the city, for the street right-of-way.
The Central City Community Plan identifies 27th Street as a local Street, a two-way
street with two lanes on which through traffic movement is discouraged by traffic control
measures. The Central City Community Plan requires street circulation to be planned
in such a way as to protect residential areas from excessive traffic and on-street
parking. The proposed street abandonment does not appear to restrict the street
circulation since 27th Street provides only right turn access to W Street and right turn
access onto 27th Street from W Street, V Street at 28th Street is a left turn only. It
appears that access can be provided from 26th Street without greatly increasing traffic.
The abandonment of 27th Street, however, will affect the property owner at the
southeast corner of 27th & W Streets. Public access to this property will be eliminated
if this street is abandoned. The abandonment of 27th Street and the alley is consistent
with the General Plan and Central City Community Plan since they are not identified as
major arterials.
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Building Design
The proposed building is a 34 foot high, two story office project. The proposed building
materials are brick -and glass. The proposed roof material will be possibly single ply
membrane roof or some form of built up roof, a flat roof with parapet walls. Staff is
concerned with the contextual compatibility of the building with the surrounding
residential neighborhood and the Newton Booth School site.
The proposed project is located within the Alhambra Corridor Special Planning District
as well as the Central City Design Review area. Projects within the Alhambra Corridor
are subject to the Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines. The Alhambra Corridor
Design Guidelines steer towards the Spanish Colonial Revival and Mission Revival with
a Moorish influence. However, the guidelines further state that any new project should
reflect the form of styles found in the project area. Even though the Spanish Colonial
Revival and Mission Revival is found to be appropriate in the Alhambra Corridor Special
Planning District these styles would not be contextually appropriate in the Newton
Booth neighborhood. Therefore, this project will be evaluated for compliance with the
Central City Guidelines. The project is subject to Design Review Board action.
On July 21, 1997, the applicant submitted an application (DR97-180) for Design
Review. The project will be scheduled for review and comment at the September
meeting of the Design Review Board. However, Design Review staff has several
concerns with the design of the project and has provided the following initial comments.
The proposed design does not address the V and W Street frontages. V and W
Streets are end elevations which need elements that will address the street
frontages. The proposed design is 6riented towards 27th Street which is
proposed to be abandoned.
•

The building exterior fenestration _need additional detail - for instance the
material calls for butt glazing, which is not contextually appropriate for this area.
More appropriate is grouped windows and punched openings as opposed to a
storefront approach.

•

Use of brick is appropriate to complement the existing Newton Booth School
Site; however the proposed design appears to be of tilt-up panels. The
materials should have a character more in keeping with the Newton Booth site
and respect the residential character of the neighborhood.

•

The building is basically a rectangle that would benefit from additional
articulation which may include stepbacks and the use of a roof form other than
a parapet wall. The building massing would benefit from further definition of the
base and top of building.

